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SSTPA rating: current situation 

➔ Different standards used 

➔ Unclear for users what is promised 

➔ Users cannot be sure if they get what is promised 

➔  This must be changed! 

➔ Aim for one clear standard that can be checked 

➔ Needs based 
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Towards an EU Standard for SSTPAs 

➔ Commonly accepted EU wide 

➔ Standard developed with stakeholders 
➔ Satisfying different needs of different users: 
●   Includes security  

●   Includes service  

➔ Social element inseparable from security part 
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How can you be sure about the rating? 

➔ Standard must be auditable 

➔ Security and service requirements shall be audited by 

accredited independent audit bodies 
➔ Creating reliability and trustworthiness for: 

• The transport sector 
• Promotors: necessary conditions for investments. 
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How are SSTPAs rated? - Security 

➔  Different users need different security levels 
 
➔  Threats may vary from opportunistic, simple crime 

to highly organized criminal gangs that have 
access to the latest technologies.  

➔  Also lower grades are important: from a safe and 
comfortable stay for drivers to prevention of theft 
and intrusion. 
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How are SSTPAs rated? - Security 

➔  The European standard “EU parking” for SSTPAs consists 
of 4 security levels 

 
 
 
 
 
➔  Coherent and distinctive: the levels build on one another	
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How are SSTPAs rated?  Security 
elements 
 

➔  Security through features and measures at: 
•  The perimeter 
•  The parking area 
•  The entry/exit 
•  Through staff and management procedures 

 

➔  Any EU or national legal provision takes precedence over the 
criteria in this standard 

➔  In that case, a criterion will be applied that will achieve the 
invalidated criterion’s objective to the most suitable extent 
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How are SSTPAs rated?  Security 
elements 
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How are SSTPAs rated?  Security 
elements 
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How are SSTPAs rated? – Service elements 

➔ All security levels must be combined with a  
uniform common set of basic service requirements. 
 

 
 



➔  In order to be awarded an audit certificate for any of the 4 
security levels, the mandatory service level must be met. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

➔  Optional services may be audited as well  
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Service elements - mandatory 
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Standard must be auditable 

➔ Audit requires accurate description of the criteria 
 
➔ Standard provides requirements on a higher level 
 
➔ Where needed the criteria further detailed by means 

of technical specifications 
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Maintenance of the standard 

➔ Security and/or service elements may change over time 
 

➔ Governance is needed:  
●  for the standard itself;  
●  the way it is audited;  
●  the audit results of the SSTPAs. 

 

➔ An expert group will be set up by the EC to enable this 
 

➔ Guidelines will be provided for the transition from the current 
situation to implementation of the EU parking standard. 



THANK YOU! 
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